
"Structured Functional Programming?" What's that? 

These slides draw on familiar concepts from structured programming to offer Java 
programmers a streamlined introduction to Functional Programming. 
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The phrase "structured programming" has many associations. Is it: 
1.  An outdated buzzword? 
2.  Programming with only three control structures? 
3.  A book by three of  the great names in programming history? 

Perhaps you can think of  other uses or abuses of  the term. 

But for our present purposes… 
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…let's think of  Structured Programming (SP) as a design style. 

The "structure" of  a thing is the relationships between that thing and the other things 
that are combined to make it. 

SP asks us to compose programs from basic coding structures whose properties we 
understand. 

Many Object-Oriented Programming Languages, both early and current, were based on 
the languages that were current when SP was a new, hot topic. For example: 
•  Simula extended Algol; 
•  Clascal and Delphi were rooted in Pascal; 
•  C++ was founded on C; 
•  Java used some notation from C++; 
•  C# drew heavily from Java; 

… and so on. 
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So let's also consider Functional Programming (FP) as a design style 

In broad-brush terms, FP shifts our thinking away from actions performed for their side-
effects, re-orienting us toward producing results from arguments (only). 

FP expands the range of  "first-class" values our code can express. In historical context: 
•  Early FORTRAN allowed only numbers and arrays as: 
•  the values of  variables and expressions, and 
•  the arguments to, and results from, subroutines; 

•  C added pointers (including pointers to functions) to that list; 
•  Java includes objects as first class values; 
•  Functional languages also allow functions to be written literally, bound to names, 

passed, and returned. 

We can design in a functional way, then write code in Java, but the language doesn't help 
us much. We have to rely on convention, discipline, and work-arounds to implement a 
functional design in Java. 
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We'll start with a standard lab-rat from Programming 101 and look at the shift in styles. 
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Pre-structured approach: In the Jurassic period, we thought in terms of  actions (on 
memory or I/O) which we had to wire together. "What happens next?" was a big issue. 

Structured approach: Because an array is a repetition of  data, structured programming 
invited us to process it with a repetition of  action, and gave us syntax to express that 
repetition directly in the source. But we're still worrying about position and indexing. 

Even better: Java 5 added the "for-each" construct, familiar from other languages. That 
allows us to do less typing (therefore fewer opportunity for typos). We're invited to think 
in terms of  the values being used, rather than how we retrieve them. 

Functional / Declarative: These slides use Haskell for all FP examples. 
•  The type of  total is "function from list of  integer to integer". 
•  The total of  an empty list is zero. 
•  The total of  a non-empty list—n followed by other ns—is n added to the total of  

the other ns. (Using ns as the plural of  n is a common idiom in Haskell.) 

By analogy, think of  a query written in pure SQL; it describes what is desired, leaving it to 
the query optimizer to determine exactly how to obtain the results. 
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Notice the shift in emphasis across those styles. At each step, the code becomes more 
about what we're trying to accomplish, and less about micromanaging details. 

When you have a few minutes, look at a piece of  your own code. First, check its length. 
Then consider how many (or few) of  those keystrokes were about the problem your code 
was solving, versus keystrokes required by syntax and scaffolding. 

The Java5 version from the previous slide might be divided this way: 
•  Green keystrokes are about getting an integer sum from an array of  integers. 
•  Pale red keystrokes are Java machinery and redundancies. 

For example, the local variable result must be declared as int even though: 
•  The method is declared as returning int; 
•  result is initialized with an int value, 
•  only has int values added to it, 
•  and is the only thing returned from the method. 

A sufficiently smart compiler could infer that result must be int. 
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FP is like concentrated orange juice: remove the water and keep just the stuff  that 
matters. So do any of  our familiar "control structures" from SP remain? 

They do, but in a somewhat different form. 
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Perhaps the easiest to spot is alternation. 

SP expressed it as: 
•  First evaluate this expression; 
•  Then, if  it's true go over here and take these actions; 
•  Else, if  it's false go over there and take those actions. 

FP declares the relationships between the form of  the argument and the corresponding 
result. Lists come in only two flavors: 
•  Empty: the result is zero; 
•  Non-empty, with a head and a tail: the result is the head plus the total of  the tail. 

The code states the cases and corresponding results, leaving it to the compiler to "string 
the beads together". 
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Arrays are iterations of  data, so SP and low-level OOP normally process them by 
iterating actions. 

In FP, lists are recursively defined, so functions of  lists are also described naturally in 
recursive terms. 

Instead of  thinking of  recursion in terms of  control flow, think of  reducing the task to a 
sub-task of  the same kind. 
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The last structure of  the SP trio is sequence. SP and OO languages, Java included, 
require us to put actions in some order, even when the order doesn't matter. (When you 
do your homework from a few slides back, look for sequences of  statements which could 
be reordered without changing the meaning of  the program.) 

But order really does matter where there are logical dependencies. FP expresses that 
through functional composition, using the result of  one function as an argument to 
another. Think of  a shell script which uses | (a pipe) to connect processes—output from 
one is input for the next. 
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FP really hits it stride when we discover reusable patterns in our code. Generalization 
(abstraction) is far more convenient and powerful in FP. 

Here are pre-SP designs for two similar tasks: forming the sum or product from a set of  
numbers. You'll have to look very carefully to see the very subtle differences between these 
two designs; the differences are buried in boilerplate and trivial details. 
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Jumping forward to Java5, the reduction in clutter makes the differences a little more 
visible. But look at the amount of  duplicated code! The DRY principle tells us that 
"abstraction by cut-and-paste" is fatal to scalability and maintainability. 
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The Haskell version was already close to the bare minimum. The differences are easier to 
see; they are a larger proportion of  the total number of  keystrokes. 

However, we can do even better! 
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The Haskell Standard Prelude corresponds roughly to the java.lang.* package, or even 
the C standard library; common useful code, written on top of  the language itself. 

The box shows one of  a family of  "folding" functions from the Standard Prelude. 
Without bogging down in detail, each folding function deals with the same concepts. 

Given a combining function (f of  type a -> b -> a), a base value (z of  type a), and a list 
(over type b), here are the general recipes for an empty list and a non-empty list. 

The various members of  the fold family are "higher-order functions"; they take functions 
as arguments and apply those functions according to a generic pattern. This is analogous 
to the Strategy pattern in OO, but it requires many fewer keystrokes to use! 
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We can define total as folding addition from zero over the list. Likewise, prod folds 
multiplication from one over the list. Actually, the sum and product functions in the 
Standard Prelude are more general versions of  these two examples. 

How many for-loops have we Java programmers written? How many use an int variable 
named i? What real choice did we have? 

Folding is amazingly versatile, but it’s just an example. The real point is that the functional 
approach encourages (and enables) us to look for repeating patterns, to express them in 
the most general form possible, and then re-use them. 
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This approach isn’t just for tiny lab-rat problems. Here's another example that's a bit 
closer to everyday programming. 

On the left we have a Java class that represents a programmer in terms of  his or her 
name, total years of  experience programming, and langs (languages) she or he knows. 
We also need a constructor and get… methods. 

On the right are comparable definitions in Haskell. Defining Name, Experience, and 
Language as specific uses of  the more generic String and Int types is not necessary, 
but it make our intentions more explicit in the definition of  Programmer which follows. 

The "record syntax" in Haskell provides accessor functions for free. By the way, if  we add 
deriving Show to the end of  the Haskell definition, we get the equivalent of  a Java 
toString() method for free as well. 
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The Java codesIn method takes a langage name as an argument and returns a boolean 
result based on an iterative search of  the langs field. 

(The various performance optimizations—returning from inside the loop, breaking out 
of  the loop, or adding an early termination clause to the for statement—don't change 
that fundamental iterative strategy, so we'll ignore them for this example.) 

The elem function from the Standard Prelude determines whether a value is an element 
of  a list. So codesIn language l is true for a programmer p exactly when l is an element 
of  langs p. (The back-tick syntax allows us to write a two-argument function as an infix 
operator for readability.) 

The second variation shows how we could have defined and used our own function 
named isIn (local to codesIn itself) to do all the work. The vertical bars under the 
second part of  isIn introduce guard expressions that show how the result depends on 
the head of  a non-empty list. (I'm just illustrating how to use a local method, not 
recommending that we reinvent that wheel!) 
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Given a language and a staff  of  programmers, determine the average experience of  the 
programmers who know that language. This last example uses recursion and immutable 
pairs in FP to parallel the iteration and mutable local variables of  SP. 

The averageByLanguage method on Programmer is also iterative. It initializes two local 
variables to zero, modifies them for the selected programmers, and returns their quotient, 
using ?: to prevent zero division, and 1.0 * to force floating-point division. 

avgByLang uses $ as a right-to-left "pipe" operator to compose these functions: 
•  a filter that tests with our codesIn function (combining the for loop and nested 

if statement of  the Java version), 
•  a two-valued tally of  the selected programmers (equivalent to the Java total and 

count local variables), and 
•  the quotient of  the resulting two values. 
The local functions just pull the tally and quotient details out of  the way to 
emphasize the structure of  the main pipeline. 

Because of  lazy evaluation, Haskell can tally the selected programmers "on the fly"; it is 
not necessary to compute the entire filtered list before folding it! 
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To summarize this quick look at the SP and FP styles… 
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…there are some similarities. 

Both styles can express ordering (when it matters!) 

Both allow selection among alternatives, based on explicit conditions. 

Both can specify repetition over data structures. SP uses iteration as the most basic form 
of  repeated data and action, while FP uses recursive definition as its basic building block. 
(FP compilers handle recursive definitions in a way that avoids unnecessary overhead.) 
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There are also important differences between the SP and FP styles. 
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The SP style focuses on actions which have side effects on the world, such as updating 
data stored in memory. Hidden side-effects can be a fruitful source of  bugs. But in a 
parallel computation, the resulting timing-sensitive bugs can be difficult even to 
reproduce. 

The FP style favors pure functions that never modify data, and which always produce 
identical results from identical arguments. Pure functions can be much easier to test and 
compose transparently with other functions. 

That shift in practice may appear to be limiting and difficult at first sight; remember that 
programming without explicit goto commands was regarded in exactly the same way 
when SP first appeared! 
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As SP became mainstream, "Structured Programming Languages" emerged to support 
that style. Modern procedural and OO languages offer a full range of  control structures 
to support goto-free programming. On the other hand, creating new structuring 
concepts typically requires a new version of  the language. The for-each loop in Java and 
LINQ in C# are recent examples of  this point. 

In a typical FP language, new higher-order concepts can be captured and re-used in 
ordinary code.  
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The promise of  improved code reuse was a major factor as OO moved into the 
mainstream. But many OO languages are still saddled with limitations of  their SP 
heritage. By minimizing or eliminating side effects, and allowing more freedom to capture 
repeated patterns in higher-order code, FP offers another significant leap in reuse. 
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We now live in a world where: 
•  reliable computation is increasingly fundamental to daily life, 
•  Moore's Law pushes us to think wider instead of  faster, and 
•  cell phones talk to computers which talk to houses which talk to light switches. 

SP didn't solve all of  our programming problems. Neither did OOP. Neither will FP. But 
FP offers new tools for effective, reliable programming practice that will justify the 
learning investment just as richly as SP and OOP have. 
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